Abstract-This letter considers a class of utility optimization problems in wireless networks. Under a set of physical layer assumptions, we show that the impact of physical and data-link layer configurations to the upper layers in a wireless network can be characterized using a configuration graph, which is similar to a wireline network topology graph. Network layer utility optimization can consequently be carried out via iterations that optimize network layer algorithms over the configuration graph and incrementally revise physical, data-link layer configurations to improve the configuration graph. For a class of wireless multicast networks with network coding, we show that the number of pointto-multipoint links involved in network utility optimization is only polynomial, as opposed to exponential, in the number of nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
T is well known that the topology of a wireline network can be modeled by a graph, in which, each vertex represents a network node and each edge represents a point-to-point (cable) link between two nodes. Extending such a graphic model to wireless networks, however, faces two key challenges. First, a wireless link can support a positive throughput so long as its channel gain is not strictly zero. This property often leads to a fully connected wireless network topology graph, which is not informative. Second, due to the open nature of wireless media, wireless node can communicate common information to multiple receivers simultaneously using the same power and bandwidth of a point-to-point transmission. When such transmissions are modeled by point-to-multipoint links (termed hyperarc links [2] ), the total number of feasible links in a wireless network can be exponential in the number of nodes.
The idea of using hyperarc links to model wireless broadcast transmissions was firstly introduced by Lun et al. in [2] . It was shown that when energy efficiency is of primary concern, a wireless network can be modeled using a topology graph with non-interfering links. This enabled the formulation of a class of multicast utility maximization problems as convex optimization problems, which can be solved efficiently. The approach was extended by Wu et al. in [3] to optimize a generalized utility under the assumption that the topology graph-based network model with non-interfering links remains Manuscript received June 22, 2012. The associate editor coordinating the review of this letter and approving it for publication was L. Le valid. In [4] , Yuan et al. modeled a mesh network using a topology graph with coupled link capacities, and proposed an iterative framework to maximize the multicast network utility. In [5] , Sagduyu and Ephremides investigated the modeling of wireless networks. Given a pre-determined set of "communication realizations" (see definition in Section II), a wireless network is modeled by a topology graph whose link rates are the time-shared rates of the corresponding links in the communication realizations. Link rates in the topology graph are therefore coupled through the scheduling of the communication realizations. This consequently enabled the optimization of a multicast network utility over the timesharing coefficients under the assumption of optimal intrasession network coding.
II. SYSTEM MODELING AND ITERATIVE UTILITY OPTIMIZATION
Consider a wireless network with stationary memoryless channels and equal-length time slots. Let V be the set of nodes. We define a hyperarc link e iJ from node i to a node set J, if i can deliver common information simultaneously and directly to all nodes in J. We say e iJ achieves a throughput of μ iJ in a time slot if i communicates common information directly to all nodes in J at rate μ iJ with a negligible error probability. We define a communication realization C(t) as the simultaneous activation of a set of links, together with their physical layer configurations, in time slot t where t is an integer. We assume that the physical layer configuration includes a set of communication rates that can be achieved simultaneously for the active links. By setting the rates of inactive links at zero, we denote the rate vector of the communication realization C(t) by μ (C) (t) or μ(C(t)). The element of μ (C) (t) corresponding to link e iJ is denoted by μ Figure 1 .
Note that the physical and data-link layer model described above implies two key assumptions. First, we assume decoding and forward as opposed to amplifying and forward for 2162-2337/12$31.00 c 2012 IEEE information relay. Second, we assume that messages transmitted over different links should be encoded and decoded independently at the physical layer. Given a transmission schedule
with E being the union of links of all communication realizations. Let μ (S) be the throughput vector of S. We define μ
iJ as the configuration rate of link e iJ , and μ (S) as the configuration rate vector, in graph G (S) (V, E). An illustration of the configuration graph construction is given in Figure 1 . Note that given a fixed transmission schedule S, the constructed configuration graph is similar to a wireline network topology graph in the following senses. E is similar to the set of feasible links in a topology graph since other links are not activated in S. Because nodes can discard information, the configuration rate vector μ (S) is similar to the link capacity vector in a topology graph since all link throughput vectorsμ in the hyper-cubic region {μ|μ ≤ μ (S) } are supported by the same set of physical and data-link layer configurations specified by S. When we present μ (S) and p (S) as parameters associated with configuration graph G (S) (V, E), we also denote them as μ (G) and p (G) . Now consider a class of network utility maximization problems formulated as
where, given a transmission schedule S, we assume that the utility U (μ (S) , p (S) ) and the set of constraints H(μ (S) , p (S) ) are functions of link throughput μ (S) and transmission power p (S) , both determined by S. Network optimization problem (1) can be written in the following equivalent form
where μ (G) is now the configuration rate vector of the configuration graph G (S) (V, E) constructed from S. When both −U (μ, p) and H(μ, p) are convex in μ and p, (2) is a convex optimization problem. The unique optimal solution (μ, p) * of (2) can therefore be obtained by solving the following Lagrangian problem.
where L is the Lagrangian function and λ ≥ 0 is the vector of Lagrangian relaxation parameters.
In a practical wireless network, it is often infeasible to derive the achievable region of the (μ, p) vector pair. It is equally challenging to determine whether a (μ, p) pair is supported by any transmission schedule. Consequently, (3) can only be solved by iterative and constructive updates of the transmission schedule. Next, we show that, given a fixed Lagrangian parameter λ ≥ 0, the Lagrangian function L in (3) can indeed be maximized monotonically via iterative and incremental updates of S, where the meaning of "incremental" update is specified below.
Definition 1: C 2 (1) , . . . , C 2 (T 2 −1)} be two transmission schedules whose periods are T 1 and T 2 , respectively. We say S 2 is incrementally different from S 1 if there exists a nonnegative integer k such that T 2 = kT 1 + 1, and for all nonnegative integersk < k and i ≤ T 1 − 1, we have
Let S 1 be a transmission schedule whose transmission power vector is p 1 . Let μ 1 be the configuration rate vector of a configuration graph
The proof of Theorem 1 is skipped. Theorem 1 implies that the Lagrangian optimization problem (3) can be solved via iterative updates of λ and (μ, p) pair, where each update of the (μ, p) pair only involves an incremental revision, as opposed to a direct construction, of the transmission schedule.
III. BOUNDING THE NUMBER OF HYPERARC LINKS IN
MULTICAST UTILITY OPTIMIZATION According to Theorem 1, the key task in incremental revision of the transmission schedule is to find a communication realizationC(j) withp(j) = p(C(j)) andμ(j) = μ(C(j)), such that updating (μ, p) in the direction of (μ(j),p(j)) improves the Lagrangian utility. If such a task needs to be accomplished by an exhaustive search of the communication realizations, then its complexity is exponential in the number of feasible links. Because the number of feasible links is exponential in the number of nodes, the complexity is therefore doubly exponential in the number of nodes.
In this section, we show that the link throughput region supported by an arbitrary communication realization possesses a hyper-coordinate-convexity property. With the help of this property, for a class of multicast utility optimization problems, optimal utility maximization can be carried out by searching a number of links that is only polynomial in the number of nodes.
Definition 2: Let ν be a vector whose elements correspond to all feasible links. Denote the element of ν corresponding to hyperarc link e iJ by ν iJ . We say ν is a throughput degrading vector if there exists a user i, two user subsets J,J ⊂ J, and a constant δ ≥ 0, such that ν iJ = −δ, ν iJ = δ, and all other elements of ν equal 0.
Let μ d , μ be two link throughput vectors. We say μ d is a degraded version of μ if μ d − μ equals the summation of some throughput degrading vectors.
Definition 3: A link throughput vector region Γ is hypercoordinate convex if for all thoughput vectorsμ, we havẽ μ ∈ Γ so long as there exists two throughput vectors μ, μ d , such that μ ∈ Γ, μ d is a degraded version of μ, andμ ≤ μ d .
Lemma 1: The union of link throughput vectors supported by an arbitrary communication realization forms a hypercoordinate convex throughput vector region.
Proof: Because multicasting common information from node i to a node setJ can be achieved using any hyperarc link e iJ so long asJ ⊆ J, μ being supported by communication realization C implies that μ d is also supported by communication realization C if μ d is a degraded version of μ.
Now let us consider a wireless network where a source node s wants to multicast common information reliably to a set of destination nodes T . Let the throughput of the multicasting be denoted by R sT . Note that, given a transmission schedule S, and its corresponding configuration graph G (S) (V, E), the exact expression of R sT (μ (G) ) as a function of μ (G) is determined by the network layer protocol. If optimal network coding is applied to the configuration graph, then R sT equals the max-flow of the minimum s − T cut of
. If only routing (i.e., copying and forwarding packets at intermediate nodes) is allowed at the network layer, expression of the R sT (μ (G) ) function becomes not only complicated, but also less than or equal the multicast throughput with network coding [6] .
The following theorem shows that, in terms of maximizing R sT , one does not need to consider any link e iJ with |J| > |T |.
Theorem 2: Consider a wireless network where source node s wants to multicast common information to a set of destination nodes T . Given a transmission scheduleS with rate μ (S) and power p (S) , let R 
sT . Proof: According to the assumption, there exists a transmission scheduleS with rate vectorμ = μ(S) and transmission power p (S) , such that the max-flow of the minimum s−T cut of the configuration graph G(V, E) constructed from S equals R sT = R (S) sT . From the proof of [2, Theorem 2], we know that there exists a set of link ratesx
Next, we will show that, by applying a recursive throughput degrading algorithm, throughput vectorμ can be degraded to another vector μ which possesses the following properties.
There exists a set of virtual link throughput x (t)
iJj ≥ 0 such that the degraded configuration rate vector μ and the set of virtual link throughput x (t) iJj satisfy the same inequality given in (4).
The throughput degrading algorithm is described below.
Initialization: Initialize the algorithm by μ =μ and x
iJj , ∀i, J, j, t. Note that the initial condition satisfies (4).
Step 1:
Find a link e iJ with |J| > |T | and μ iJ > 0. The algorithm stops if such a link does not exist.
Step 2:
If for all t ∈ T and j ∈ J, x (t) iJj = 0, we choose an arbitrary j ∈ J. Define a throughput degrading vector ν by ν iJ = −μ iJ , ν ij = μ iJ , and set all other elements of ν at zero. We degrade μ by μ = μ + ν. Note that (4) remain satisfied by μ and {x (t) iJj }. Go to Step 1.
Step 3:
Assume that we can find t ∈ T and j ∈ J, with x
iJj . For every t ∈ T , we define a node index j t as follows. If x
Define node subsetJ as the collection of the j t indices, J = {j t |t ∈ T, j t = NULL}. Define a throughput degrading vector ν by ν iJ = −δ, ν iJ = δ, and set all other elements of ν at zero. We degrade μ by μ = μ + ν. For each t ∈ T , we also revise x (t) iJj and x (t) iJj as follows. If j t = NULL, we let
It can be verified that, after degrading μ and revising x
≥ 0 for all t ∈ T , j ∈ J, and (4) still holds for μ and {x (t) iJj }. Go to Step 1. The above algorithm reduces μ iJ monotonically for all links e iJ with |J| > |T |. The degraded throughput is allocated to link e iJ in Steps 2 and 3 with |J| ≤ |T |. Therefore, when the algorithm stops, we must have μ iJ = 0 for all |J| > |T |, and μ is a degraded version ofμ. Because (4) is satisfied in every step, it remains satisfied when the algorithm stops. The validity of (4) implies that R sT is no larger than the max-flow of the minimum s−T cut of configuration graph G(V, E). Therefore the desired transmission scheduleS can be constructed from S by appropriately discarding information at the nodes.
Consider a class of wireless multicast networks with single multicast session from node s to node set T . Assume that, given a transmission schedule, optimal network coding is applied to achieve a multicast throughput equaling the max-flow of the minimum s − T cut of the corresponding configuration graph. Let the utility optimization problem be formulated as, where
. Also assume that for any rate vec-
). According to Theorem 1, the multicast utility can be optimized using the iterative framework introduced in Section II with only incremental revision of the transmission schedule in each iteration. According to Theorem 2, the maximum number of feasible links involved in each incremental schedule revision is only polynomial in the number of nodes.
IV. FURTHER COMPLEXITY REDUCTION AND COMPUTER SIMULATION
Note that with the complexity reduction introduced in Section III, the complexity of an optimal multicast utility maximization algorithm is still exponential (being reduced from doubly exponential) in the number of nodes. The complexity of an exhaustive search of link activation combinations can still be prohibitive for computer simulations even for a small scale network. Fortunately, we show in the following that the complexity of link combination search can be further reduced. Even though the further complexity reduction does not change the complexity scaling law, simulations of optimal utility maximization in some moderate-sized networks indeed become feasible.
Because a wireless node cannot simultaneously transmit and receive information in the same channel, link activations involving the transmission-reception conflict at any node should not be considered in the communication realization construction. Moreover, with optimal network coding applied to the configuration graph, throughput of a multicast session is bottlenecked by the max-flow of the minimum s − T cut(s). Therefore, in the search of a communication realization to incrementally update the transmission schedule, the communication realization should not involve links that do not contribute to any of the minimum s − T cuts. The detailed implementation of these ideas is quite standard and is therefore skipped.
In the computer simulation, we consider a wireless network with N = 16 nodes located on a grid. Positions of the grid points are (2x, 2y) where x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. We consider a single multicast session where the source node located at (0, 0) wants to send common information to three destination nodes located at (0, 6), (6, 0), (6, 6) . The wireless channels are assumed to be memoryless with additive Gaussian noise of zero mean and unit variance. The channel gain between node i and node j is set at h ij = d
−3/2 ij
where d ij is the distance between the two nodes. In order to avoid the complication of power optimization, we assume that, in any time slot, each node can transmit over at most one active link, with a fixed transmission power of 100. We use the capacity function r = 1 2 log(1 + SNR) to calculate the rate of a link whose signal to noise ratio is SNR. The objective is to maximize the multicast throughput from the source node to the three destination nodes. Note that according to Theorem 2, we only need to consider wireless hyperarc links with at most 3 destinations. Figure 2 illustrated the performances of the optimal algorithms with only point-to-point links and with point-tomultipoint hyperarc links. Complexity reduction is implemented for both algorithms. For the optimal algorithm with hyperarc links, the average and the maximum numbers of link combinations searched in one iteration are in the order of 10 7 and 10 10 , respectively. It is clearly seen that excluding the hyperarc links in network optimization can lead to significant multicast throughput degradation.
